
MWAS and TWAS computation using the BIOS Consortium based prediction
models for whole blood RNA-seq and Methylation

This page accompanies the publication 'Multivariate Genome-Wide Analyses of the Well-being 

Spectrum' (Baselmans et al., 2017) where the TWAS and MWAS models described here are applied. 

We provide data and methods necessary to run your own TWAS or MWAS here, and first give some 

background and describe the materials and methods we used.

Background

Gene expression exhibits strong allelic heterogeneity (Jansen et al., 2017): multiple SNPs local to the 

gene jointly influence gene expression levels. Here we investigate whether these same SNPs jointly 

influence downstream phenotypes as well, which in that case is likely to be mediated by the 

corresponding gene expression. Recently a method (TWAS, transcriptome wide association study) has 

been developed (Gusev et al., 2016) that creates models predicting gene expression using local (cis) 

SNPs, and uses GWAS summary statistics to estimate, for each gene, the association between the local 

genetic component of gene expression and the phenotype used for GWAS. Here we apply and extend 

this method using the BIOS whole blood RNA (N=3344, 50 bp paired end RNA-seq) and Methylation 

(N=4008, 450K Illumina arrays) datasets. These are the largest 'single study' datasets with both 

genotype and omics data, and therefore an excellent resource to build SNP models for methylation sites

and RNA-seq. TWAS is computed using GWAS summary statistics, SNP models for each 

gene/methylation site, and LD between the SNPs used within each model. Here we provide these SNP 

models and LD matrices which can be used for post-hoc GWAS analysis, in order to identify new 

associations between joint local SNP action and GWAS phenotype, that reflect expression or 

methylation pathways.

Materials and Methods

TWAS: building SNP-prediction models for RNA-seq

For TWAS we used the RNA-seq data from the BIOS consortium (Zhernakova et al., 2017): 3344 

whole blood RNA-seq samples, measured with Illumina’s Hiseq2000 (Paired-end sequencing of 

2x50bp, >15M read pairs per sample). Batch effects and the first 50 PC's without a GWAS hit were 

removed from the RNA-seq data, which was quantile-normal normalized for each gene. The 



corresponding genotype data we used consisted of 881,977 unambiguous HapMap SNPs (MAF>5%, 

minor allele count > 10, imputation info score > 0.8). For eQTL analysis, linear regression on each 

SNP-gene pair closer than 25e4 bp was performed. FDR was based on 10 permutations: subject labels 

were permuted and eQTL analysis was repeated, subsequently top associations per gene were counted 

and compared between permuted and observed data (Fehrmann et al., 2011). At FDR 5% (P<1e-5) 

there were 13870 genes with a significant eQTL. For each gene with a significant eQTL, a lasso model 

was fit in R with the function glmnet, with all SNPs closer than 25e4 bp to the gene as predictors, and 

gene expression as outcome. Lasso reduces the predictors to an optimal amount and provides the 

prediction model of gene expression based on local SNPs (which is a weighted linear combination of 

SNPs). Based on the prediction models, GWAS summary statistics and LD based on the 1000 

Genomes reference, TWAS can be performed. That is, for each gene- prediction-model containing 

SNPs S1- SN with weights q=q1,q2,...,qn, the corresponding GWAS z-scores z=z1,z2,...,zn and LD, an n-

by-n correlation matrix for eQTLs S1- SN, can be used to construct the TWAS test statistic for each 

gene (Gusev et al., 2016):

This statistic is approximately normally distributed and can be used used to test for association between

the estimated cis (DNA) component of gene expression and the phenotype used for GWAS.

MWAS: building SNP-prediction models for methylation

By applying the same approach as TWAS, MWAS was performed using prediction models for each 

DNA methylation CpG, with local SNPs as predictors. We used whole blood methylation data from the

BIOS Consortium (Bonder et al., 2017): 4008 samples measured with Illumina 450K arrays. 

Methylation pre-processing was the same as for RNA (removal of batch effects and PC's, quantile 

normalization), and CpG's containing a SNP were removed. Genotype and mQTL analysis procedures 

were the same as for eQTL analysis. At FDR 5% (P<9.3e-05) there were 151,729 CpG's with a 

significant mQTL. For each CpG with a significant mQTL we made a prediction model of methylation 

based on local SNPs (which is a weighted linear combination of SNPs). Based on the prediction 

models, MWAS statistics were generated (see the formula for TWAS), to test for associations between 

the estimated cis (DNA) component of CpG methylation and the phenotype used for GWAS.



Perform MWAS and TWAS yourself

To perform TWAS yourself using our prediction models described above, for the GWAS of your 

choice, load the files 'NET_RNA_download.RData' in R. This will give you the lists 'LD' and 'NET', 

and the matrix 'info'. The i-th element of NET contains the RS ID's , the effect allele's, and the weights 

of the SNPs used in the prediction model of the i-th gene. The i-th element of LD contains the 

correlation matrix of the SNPs in NET[[i]]. The i-th row of matrix 'info' contains info on the lasso 

model fit for the i-th gene. For example:

NET[[88]] =

Thus, the prediction model for the 88-th gene, gene ENSG00000142599, consists of 8 SNPs. In order 

to compute TWAS statistic for this gene, look up the z-score and effect allele's of these SNPs in the 

GWAS (in this example we used the GWAS summary stats from the mood spectrum GWAS 

(Baselmans et al., 2017):

and match the effect allele's between the prediction model and GWAS, and correct the z-score for 

unmatching allele's:



Compute the TWAS statistic using the correlation matrix in the R object LD[[88]]:

and the TWAS formula: 

In R: TWAS_z= (w%*%z)/sqrt(w%*%LD%*%t(w))

(w =the vector with SNP weights, z = the vector with GWAS z-scores, LD = the correlation matrix)

Which gives a TWAS z score of 6.441231 in this case. This z score is standard normally distribute 

under the null hypothesis: to test for an association we look up the p-value in the standard normal 

distribution: TWAS_p= (pnorm(-abs(TWAS_z)))*2 = 1.19e-10.

To perform MWAS yourself using our prediction models, load the files 

'NET_Methylation_download.RData' in R. This will give you the lists 'LD' and 'NET', and the matrix 

'info'. The i-th element of NET contains the RS ID's , the effect allele's, and the weights of the SNPs 

used in the prediction model of the i-th CpG site. To compute MWAS P-values, follow the example for

TWAS.

Below is an R script showing how to perform TWAS or MWAS for all genes:

#  make these variables yourself based on the GWAS you want to use:

gwas_snp # rs ID gwas SNP
gwas_p # P-value GWAS SNP
gwas_z # z-score GWAS SNP
gwas_allele # effect allele GWAS SNP

##  load the TWAS/MWAS models:



load('NET_Methylation_download.RData') # loads: LD, NET, info
load('NET_RNA_download.RData') # loads: LD, NET, info

##  select GWAS p, z and allele used in TWAS/MWAS models:

NET_all=do.call(rbind, NET)# make matrix from list NET
NET_all=NET_all[which(!duplicated(NET_all[,2])),] # only keep unique SNPs
m=match(NET_all[,2],gwas_snp);

NET_all=NET_all[which(!is.na(m)),] # only keep SNPs present in GWAS to speed up 
matching
m=m[which(!is.na(m))]
gwas_snp=gwas_snp[m]
gwas_p=gwas_p[m]
gwas_allele=gwas_allele[m]
gwas_z=gwas_z[m]

##  match TWAS allele and GWAS allele

a1=gwas_allele;a2=NET_all[,1] # get gwas allele and allele used in TWAS/MWAS models
a3=a2;a3[which(a2=='A')]='T';a3[which(a2=='G')]='C';a3[which(a2=='T')]='A';a3[which
(a2=='C')]='G' ## account for different strand mapping
m1=(a1==a2); m2=(a1==a3)
sign=as.numeric(m1|m2);sign[which(sign==0)]=-1
gwas_z=gwas_z*sign # transform gwas Z for non matching allele's

##########  run TWAS/MWAS

twas_z=rep(NA, length(NET));
twas_p=rep(NA, length(NET));

for( i in 1:length(NET)){
  
  print(i)
  
  ##        select SNPs present in GWAS
  
  ii=which(!is.na(match(NET[[i]][,2],gwas_snp))); 
  if ( length(ii)>2){ #  we only select  models with > 2 SNPs
    NET[[i]]=NET[[i]][ii,]
    LD[[i]]=LD[[i]][ii,ii]
    
    #       compute TWAS/MWAS P-values

    weight=t(as.matrix(as.numeric(NET[[i]][,3]))) # MWAS/TWAS model weights
    ii=match(NET[[i]][,2],gwas_snp);
    
    twas_z[i]=(weight%*%gwas_z[ii])/sqrt(weight%*%LD[[i]]%*%t(weight))
    twas_p[i]=(pnorm(-abs(twas_z[i])))*2  # normal estimate
  }
}

# NOTE: there will be NA's in your twas_p and twas_z
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